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What is Event Knowledge Graph: A Survey
Saiping Guan, Xueqi Cheng, Long Bai, Fujun Zhang, Zixuan Li, Yutao Zeng, Xiaolong Jin,

and Jiafeng Guo

Abstract—Besides entity-centric knowledge, usually organized as Knowledge Graph (KG), events are also an essential kind of
knowledge in the world, which trigger the spring up of event-centric knowledge representation form like Event KG (EKG). It plays an
increasingly important role in many downstream applications, such as search, question-answering, recommendation, financial
quantitative investments, and text generation. This paper provides a comprehensive survey of EKG from history, ontology, instance,
and application views. Specifically, to characterize EKG thoroughly, we focus on its history, definitions, schema induction, acquisition,
related representative graphs/systems, and applications. The development processes and trends are studied therein. We further
summarize prospective directions to facilitate future research on EKG.

Index Terms—Event knowledge graph, schema, event acquisition, script event prediction, temporal knowledge graph prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE Graph (KG), announced by Google in 2012,
is a popular knowledge representation form. It fo-

cuses on entities and their relations, thus representing static
knowledge. However, there is a great deal of event informa-
tion in the world, which conveys dynamic and procedural
knowledge. Thus, event-centric knowledge representation
form like Event KG (EKG) is also essential. It has facilitated
many downstream applications, such as search, question-
answering, recommendation, financial quantitative invest-
ments, and text generation [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

This paper goes deep into what EKG is and how it
develops. What do you want to know about EKG? You may
be interested in how it comes into being, what is called
an EKG, how to construct it, and further where it can be
applied. Thus, to comprehensively introduce EKG, we see it
from history, ontology, instance, and application views. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, ontology and instance parts cooperate
to form EKG, and EKG further supports many applications.
Detailedly, from the history view, we present the brief
history and our derived definition of EKG (see Section 2).
From the ontology view, we study the basic concepts related
to EKG, and the tasks and methods therein, including event
schema, script, and EKG schema inductions (see Section 3).
From the instance view, we elaborate on event acquisition
and EKG-related representative graphs/systems (see Sec-
tion 4). From the application view, we introduce some basic
and deep applications on EKG (see Section 5). Moreover,
the development processes and trends of the related tasks
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are studied thoroughly. Future directions are then pointed
out in Section 6, followed by conclusions in Section 7.

There are also some surveys related to part of EKG,
focusing on event extraction [7], [8], [9], [10], event modeling
and mining [11], event and event relation extractions [12],
and event coreference resolution [13]. However, there is a
lack of a comprehensive and deep survey on EKG. Actually,
events are essential and non-negligible in the world. Many
events happen every day, reflecting the state of the world.
Thus, it is necessary to go deep into events. In this way, a
comprehensive survey on EKG is of great importance.

2 WHAT IS EKG: HISTORY VIEW

In this section, from the history view, we present the brief
history of EKG. We then derive our definition of EKG based
on EKG-related concepts from history.

2.1 The Brief History of EKG

EKG does not suddenly burst forth. Instead, it is the out-
come of the development of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and artificial intelligence. As presented in Fig. 2, the
history of EKG can be divided into four stages and dates
from event, event extraction, event relation extraction, etc.

Stage 1: Early stage of event constitution study. From
1950s, events and their constituents were extensively stud-
ied [14], [15], [16], [17]. For example, Davidson [15] tried to
get the logical form of sentences about actions. He gave an
account of the logical or grammatical roles of the words
in such sentences. Mourelatos [16] and Pustejovsky [17]
explored event and proposed its basic definition. In 1978,
Mourelatos [16] defined events as inherently countable oc-
currences. In 1991, Pustejovsky [17] regarded that events
provide distinct representations for linguistic analysis in-
volving the aspectual properties of verbs, adverbial scopes,
argument roles, and mappings from the lexicon to syntax.

Stage 2: Standard formed for event element extraction
and ordered event structures appeared. In 1989, the MUC
(Message Understanding Conference) evaluations proposed
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Fig. 1. A toy example of EKG and its applications.

event template filling, initiated by Naval Ocean System Cen-
ter to foster the automatic analyses of military textual mes-
sages [18]. Given the description of events, participants were
required to fill a template for each event on the page. More
practically, with the unbounded information-bearing poten-
tial of the Web, the ACE (Automatic Content Extraction)
program develops the capability to extract meaning therein.
Starting in 2004, it added in event extraction, defined to
extract event triggers and arguments, more in line with
reality [19]. An event trigger is a word or span that most
clearly expresses the event, i.e., indicates the event type, and
an argument is an entity or span that plays a specific role in
the event. With the awareness of the importance of iden-
tifying the events described in a text and locating them in
time, in 2007, SemEval (Semantic Evaluation) proposed the
temporal relation extraction task TempEval [20]. It extracts
event temporal relations from texts. After that, researches
on event and event relation extractions usually follow the
task definitions of ACE and TempEval, respectively. Since
understanding the temporal flow of discourse is significant
for text comprehension, from 2006, there have been some
attempts to construct ordered event structures from texts,
such as temporal graph [21] and event timeline [22], [23].

Stage 3: KG and event graph appeared. Notably, in 2012,
to enhance the results returned by Google searches, Google
proposed KG with all the gathered knowledge of entities
and relations in a semantic network. KG has thus caught
much attention in various fields since then. However, it is
about entities and their relations, i.e., static knowledge, and
cannot deal with events elegantly. It somehow triggers the
emergence of knowledge representation form on events and
their relations. In 2014, Glavaš and Šnajder [24] proposed
event graph that structures the information about events in
texts to address the need for efficient retrieval and presenta-
tion of event-related information. In this event graph, nodes
are events consisting of triggers and arguments (subject,
object, time, and location), and edges are event temporal

relations. In 2015, Glavaš and Šnajder [25] further added
in event coreference relations. To describe changes in the
world, in 2016, Rospocher et al. [26] proposed event-centric
KG, where nodes are events identified by URIs and entities,
while edges are event-event relations, event-entity relations,
and general facts about entities. The event-event relations
include temporal and causal ones. Action, participant, time,
and location are considered for the event-entity relations,
capturing (what, who, when, and where).

Stage 4: Event logic graph came into being. Recently,
with the development of many real-world applications, such
as event prediction, decision making, and scenario design of
dialog systems, there is a great need to understand the evo-
lution and development of events. Thus, in 2017, Li et al. [27]
proposed event evolutionary graph. It is similar to event
graph [24], but its event nodes are abstract, generalized,
and semantic complete verb phrases. It further considers
event causal relations and reveals evolutionary patterns and
development logics of events. Then, in 2018, Gottschalk and
Demidova [28] proposed event-centric temporal KG, where
events, entities, and relations are nodes, to facilitate seman-
tic analyses regarding contemporary and historical events
on the Web, in the news, and in social media. Events therein
have topical, temporal, and geographical information, and
are linked to the entities participating in the events. They
also considered subevent, previous, and next event relations
between events, and entity-entity relations. In 2019, event
evolutionary graph was derived to event logic graph [29],
where nodes are abstract, generalized, and semantic com-
plete event tuples (s, p, o), s is the actor/subject, p is the
action/predicate (i.e., event trigger), and o is the object. Be-
sides, two more event relations, conditional and hypernym-
hyponym, were considered.

Generally speaking, there are many EKG-related con-
cepts. As presented in Table 1, event evolutionary graph [27]
and event logic graph [29] only focus on schema-level
event knowledge. Nodes in event graph [24], [25] and event
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TABLE 1

Comparison of EKG-related concepts.

Concept Nodes Edges Features

KG Entities Entity-entity relations Static knowledge

Event
graph [24], [25]

Events consisting of triggers and argu-
ments (subject, object, time, and location)

Temporal relations between events [24]; Temporal
and coreference relations between events [25] Instance level

Event-centric
KG [26] Events identified by URIs and entities

Event-event relations (temporal and causal relations),
Event-entity relations (action, participant, time,
and location), and general facts about entities

Instance level

Event evolutionary
graph [27]

Events (i.e., abstract, generalized,
and semantic complete verb phrases) Temporal and causal relations between events Schema level

Event-centric
temporal KG [28] events, entities, and relations

Event-event relations (subevent, previous, and next
event relations), event-entity relations (topic, participant,

time, and location), and entity-entity relations
Instance level

Event logic
graph [29]

Abstract, generalized, and semantic
complete event tuples (s, p, o)

Temporal, causal, conditional and hypernym-
hyponym relations between events Schema level

logic graph are composite structures, which are difficult to
handle. Moreover, these EKG-related concepts all consider
specific and limited event relations and argument roles. Ac-
tually, there are many event relations. Besides, an event has
its components, each of which consists of an argument and
the argument role that the argument plays in the event [30].

2.2 Definitions
As introduced in Section 2.1, there are some EKG-related
concepts with deficiencies. We follow this line but introduce
richer contents, as presented in the following.

We think that EKG, centering on events, has two types
of nodes, events and entities, and three types of directed
edges, indicating event-event, event-entity, and entity-entity
relations. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the first type of relations
includes many kinds of relations between events, such as
temporal, causal, conditional, thematic, etc. The second type
of relations represents the arguments of events, i.e., the
edges are the argument roles of the entities to the linked
events. The third one describes the relations between enti-
ties, such as spouse, place of birth, country, etc. Formally,
Definition 1. EKG G = {(s, p, o)|{s, p} ∈ N, p ∈ E,N =

Nevt∪Nent, E = Eevt-evt∪Eevt-ent∪Eent-ent} is a graph
of eventsNevt, entitiesNent, and their relationsE, where
Eevt-evt, Eevt-ent, and Eent-ent are the relations between
events, between events and entities, and between enti-
ties, respectively.
In this way, events can easily be connected by common

argument entities and vice versa. KG is thus a special case
of EKG, with only entity nodes and entity-entity relations.

3 WHAT IS EKG: ONTOLOGY VIEW

From the ontology view, we look into the schema and
related tasks. As presented in the bottom part of Fig. 1, EKG
schema describes the basic concepts that form EKG, includ-
ing the event types, argument roles, and event relations.
The first two form event schema. As for the last one, the
typical script [31] organizes a set of events via some event
relations, which together describe the common scenario.
Before introducing EKG schema induction, let us begin with
event schema and script inductions in this section.

3.1 Event Schema Induction
Event schema can be manually designed, such as the typical
ACE event schema [19], [30] and FrameNet frame [32]. Since
manually designed event schema shows low coverage and
difficulty in domain adaptation, researchers have paid at-
tention to event schema induction. It automatically extracts
event types and their argument roles from texts. Formally,
Definition 2. Event schema induction: Given a set of texts
{T0, T1, ..., Tl}, it identifies the event schema, including
all event types {tp0, ..., tpτ} and all argument roles
{rli0, ..., rl

i
ρ} for each event type tpi (0 ≤ i ≤ τ ).

For example,
Example 1. Input: T0: Barack Obama previously served as a

U.S. senator from 3 January 2005. Then, he was selected
as the President of America on 20 January 2009.
T1: Before winning the presidential election, Obama was
nominated for the President of America on 27 August
2008.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of methods for event schema induction.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Supervised Features combined with
pattern matching or classifier Simple and intuitive Hard to apply to

new event types

Semi-supervised Apply heuristic rules or vector quantized
variational autoencoder with a few annotated seeds Low labor costs Not so effective

Unsupervised Apply rules, statistics, or graph analysis
(combined with representation learning) Efficient and widely used More noises

Output: tp0: Start-position, rl00: person, rl01: position, rl02:
time; tp1: Nominate, rl10: nominee, rl11: position, rl12:
time.
Existing methods for this task can be divided into super-

vised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised ones.
Supervised methods are applied in early studies. They

learn from annotated data and then induce event schema
from new texts [33], [34], [35], [36]. For example, meth-
ods in the third MUC evaluations used pattern matching
(e.g., regular expressions), syntax-driven techniques which
combine syntactic analyses with semantics and subsequent
processing, or integrated syntax-driven techniques into pat-
tern matching for event schema induction [34]. Chieu et
al. [36] adopted semantic and discourse features, and built
a classifier, e.g., maximum entropy, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), naive Bayes, or decision tree, for each argument role.

Semi-supervised methods start with a few annotated
seeds to induce event schema [37], [38], [39], [40]. For
example, Patwardhan and Riloff [39] created a self-trained
SVM to identify relevant sentences for the domain of in-
terest and then extracted domain-relevant event schema via
semantic affinity. The self-training begins with seed patterns
and relevant and irrelevant documents. The following event
schema extraction is based on heuristic rules upon syntactic
analyses. The extracted results were ranked by semantic
affinity based on frequency to keep the top results. Huang
and Ji [40] discovered unseen event types by leveraging
annotations available for a few seen types. They designed
a vector quantized variational autoencoder to learn an em-
bedding for each seen or unseen event type and optimized
it using seen event types. A variational autoencoder was
further introduced to enforce the reconstruction of each
event trigger conditioned on its event type distribution.

Unsupervised methods remove the requirements of an-
notated data and are widely applied [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51]. For example, Chambers
and Jurafsky [43] viewed event schema induction as dis-
covering unrestricted relations. They used Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI) to measure the distances between events
and clustered events according to the distances. Then, they
induced the argument roles of events via the syntactic
relations. Balasubramanian et al. [44] used co-occurrence
statistics of (s, p, o) pairs to build a graph with these triples
as nodes and edges were weighted by the symmetric con-
ditional probabilities of the involved triple pairs. Triples
therein were normalized using stemmed headwords and
semantic types. They started with high-connectivity nodes
as seeds. Then, they applied graph analysis to find closely
related triples to the seeds and merged their argument roles
to create event schema. Chambers [45] proposed the first

generative model for schema induction similar to LDA [52].
Nguyen et al. [46] further introduced entity disambiguation.

More recent studies introduced representation learning
to induce event schema unsupervisedly [47], [48], [49], [50],
[51]. For example, Yuan et al. [48] proposed a two-step
framework. They first detected event types by clustering
news articles. Then, they proposed a graph-based model
that exploits entity co-occurrence to learn entity embed-
dings and clustered these embeddings into argument roles.
Methods in the 2019 International Workshop on Semantic
Evaluation applied pretrained language models, such as
BERT [53], to get word embeddings [49]. They then clustered
these embeddings with hand-crafted features and aligned
them to the event types and argument roles of the existing
event schema (e.g., FrameNet). Yamada et al. [50] thought
previous studies focused too much on the superficial infor-
mation of verbal event triggers and proposed to use masked
word embeddings from BERT to get deep contextualized
word embeddings. They then applied a two-step clustering
method, which clusters instances of the same verb according
to the embeddings and further clusters across verbs. Finally,
each generated cluster was regarded as an induced schema.

In a word, as presented in Table 2, for supervised
methods, they are hard to apply to new event types, which
limits their usage. For semi-supervised and unsupervised
methods, automatically derived event schema is noisy and
difficult to be aligned. So far, these techniques are still not
so applicable to building the event schema for an EKG.

3.2 Script Induction

A script can be seen as a stereotypical structure of event
schema that expresses a specific scenario. Specifically, it
organizes a set of events into a certain structure (usually ac-
cording to their temporal relations). The “events” in scripts,
called script events, are event schema rather than instances.

In early studies, scripts were manually designed [31],
[54]. In more recent studies, researchers tried to extract script
automatically from texts, i.e., script induction. Formally,

Definition 3. Script induction: Given a set of texts
{T0, T1, ..., Tl}, it identifies all the scripts {Φ0, ...,Φε},
and each script Φi (0 ≤ i ≤ ε) is a coherent event schema
sequence {tpi0(rli,00 , ..., rli,0

ni0
), ..., tpiφ(rli,φ0 , ..., rli,φ

niφ
)},

where nij (0 ≤ j ≤ φ) is the number of argument roles
of event type tpij , rl

i,j
θ is the θ-th argument role of tpij .

Fig. 3 is a typical example of induced restaurant script, mod-
eling the scenario of a customer eating food in a restaurant.

The main challenge is to learn the scenario-specific argu-
ment roles automatically. Chambers and Jurafsky [55] used
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walk(customer, restaurant) seat(customer) order(customer, food)

serve(waiter, food)eat(customer, food)make(customer, payment)

Fig. 3. A typical example of induced restaurant script.

the most frequent headword in an entity coreferential chain
as the argument role of this entity. Regneri et al. [56] col-
lected descriptions of script-specific event sequences from
volunteers. They then computed a graph representation of
the script’s temporal structure. This graph makes statements
about what phrases describe events of a scenario and in
what order they occur. Cheung et al. [57] defined a joint
distribution over the words in a document and their script
assignments. Specifically, they combined a script Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) [58] with an event HMM, where
the first HMM models script transition and emits events,
and the second one models event transition within a script
and emits argument roles. Orr et al. [59] also learned scripts
based on HMM. Differently, the states of the HMM are event
types in scripts, and observations are sentences describing
the event instances, which were obtained via a clustering
algorithm. Then, they started with a fully enumerated HMM
of the event sequences and merged states and deleted edges
(state transitions) to improve the posterior probability of the
structure and parameters given the data. Weber et al. [60]
argued that correlation-based approaches are insufficient
and induced script based on the causal effect between
events, defined via interventions using a Bayesian network-
based method. Weber et al. [61] and Ciosici et al. [62] further
induced script via human-machine collaboration manner.

In general, among these script induction methods, the
simple one proposed by Chambers and Jurafsky [55] is
usually used in the studies of script application [63], [64],
[65]. However, it is far from satisfactory. For example, sup-
pose a coreferential chain contains “Jobs”, “Steve Jobs”, and
“CEO Jobs”. The above method will use “Jobs” instead of
“CEO” as the argument role, which is too specific and lacks
generalization. It is still a problem to learn high-quality
scenario-specific argument roles effectively and efficiently.

Script can be seen as rules about events, forming the evo-
lution patterns of events in a certain scenario. Its one basic
application is to predict what will happen in the future via
script event prediction. Specifically, the known real-world
events are generalized into script events. Then, they are used
to derive the subsequent script events, called script event
prediction. Finally, the predicted subsequent script events
can be instantiated to real-world events. We will describe
more details of script event prediction in section 5.1.1.

3.3 EKG Schema Induction
There are few studies for EKG schema induction. Formally,
Definition 4. EKG schema induction: Given a set of

EKGs {G0, ..., Gξ}, it identifies the schema G =
{E,Revt-evt,Rent-ent}, where E is the event schema, in-
cluding event types and their argument roles constrain-
ing the arguments (i.e., event type-entity type relations),
and Revt-evt and Rent-ent are the sets of relations between
event types and between entity types, respectively.

Take Fig. 1 for a simple example, with the instance graph as
input, EKG schema induction outputs the schema (see the
bottom part of Fig. 1).

Since EKG-related studies have not been put forward for
a long time, researches on EKG schema induction are much
scarcer and newer. In 2020, Li et al. [66] first studied event
graph schema induction, focusing on rich event components
and event-event connections. A path language model was
proposed to build an event graph schema repository, where
two event types are connected through event-event paths
involving entities that fill important argument roles. These
entities were replaced by their types. However, this work
only pays attention to the connections between events. In
2021, Li et al. [67] further focused on all three types of re-
lations, i.e., event-event, event-entity, and entity-entity rela-
tions. They regarded schema as hidden knowledge to guide
the generation of event graphs and learned via maximizing
the probability of these instance graphs. However, for event-
event relations, only temporal relations were considered.

Generally speaking, existing few studies on EKG
schema induction consider limited relation types. Thus,
there is a long way for EKG schema induction to induce
overall schema for EKG.

4 WHAT IS EKG: INSTANCE VIEW

From the instance view, this section introduces how to
construct an EKG, i.e., event acquisition and EKG-related
representative graphs/systems.

4.1 Event Acquisition
Event acquisition is essential for EKG construction. As
presented in Fig. 4, it mainly includes event extraction,
event relation extraction, event coreference resolution, and
event argument completion. The former two tasks are basic,
and the latter two are important for constructing a better
EKG. Due to the complex event structures, they are more
challenging than entity extraction, entity relation extraction,
and entity coreference resolution in KG construction. In this
section, we review their development and future trends.

Event relation 
extraction

Event 
coreference
resolution

Event 
extraction

Event 
argument 
completion

Texts EKG

Fig. 4. Different steps in event acquisition.

4.1.1 Event Extraction
As the primary step in constructing EKG, event extraction is
to extract structured event information from texts, including
event triggers with types and arguments with roles. Thus,
there are two subtasks, trigger detection and argument
extraction. The former identifies the event trigger words
and assigns them with predefined types or clustered classes,
while the latter identifies the arguments and assigns them
with argument roles of the triggered events. Formally,
Definition 5. Event extraction: Given a text S =
{w0, w1, ..., wn} of nwords, it identifies all event triggers
{trg0, ..., trgm} and predicts the event type tpi for each
event trigger trgi = {wbtrgi , ..., wdtrgi

}, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
btrgi and dtrgi are the beginning and end indexes of trgi.
It also identifies event arguments {argi0, ..., argik} for
trgi and predicts the argument role rlij for each event
argument argij = {wbargij

, ..., wdargij
}, where 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
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bargij and dargij are the beginning and end indexes of argij .

For example,

Example 2. Input: S: Barack Obama previously served as a
U.S. senator from 3 January 2005.
Output:
trg0: served as tp0: Start-position;
arg00: Barack Obama rl00: person;
arg01: U.S. senator rl01: position;
arg02: 3 January 2005 rl02: time.

Event extraction is divided into schema-based and
schema-free ones concerning if there is a predefined schema.
As illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 5, existing schema-
based methods pass texts to feature learners to obtain local
(and global) features. Upon them, classifiers of triggers and
arguments output the probability distributions on the pre-
defined schema and get the answers based on the peaks. As
for schema-free event extraction formalization (the bottom
part of Fig. 5), texts are passed to the discriminators to
get raw triggers and arguments, which are clustered into
groups to induce the event schema and get the answers.
Simple unsupervised event schema induction methods (see
Section 3.1) are usually used therein. Specifically, consid-
ering the input scale, schema-based event extraction is
further grouped into sentence- and document-level ones,
and schema-free event extraction is also called open-domain
one. Compared to document-level and open-domain event
extractions, sentence-level one is more extensively studied.

Texts

Schema-based event extraction formalization

Local feature learner

Global feature learner

Trigger classifier

Argument classifier

Triggers with 
types and 
arguments 
with roles

Schema-free event extraction formalization

Texts
Raw trigger

and argument
discriminators

Event 
Clusterer

Schema 
Inductor

Triggers with 
types and 
arguments 
with roles

Fig. 5. Existing formalizations of event extraction.

Sentence-level event extraction extracts event triggers
and arguments in a sentence. Early approaches designed
elaborate features and applied statistical learning methods
[68], [69], [70]. Recently, with the construction of large-scale
datasets (e.g., ACE [30], TAC-KBP [71], and RAMS [72]) and
the development of deep learning, researchers have adopted
neural networks to extract features automatically. According
to the feature scopes, they are divided into three categories:

Explore intra-subtasks features. Most methods employ a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) or Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) to extract the intra-subtasks features and
follow a pipeline framework performing each event ex-
traction subtask sequentially. Chen et al. [73] proposed dy-
namic multi-pooling CNN to extract the word and various
sentence-level features for candidate words. However, as a
CNN-based method, this work cannot properly handle the
sequential relations and long-range dependencies among
the words in a sentence. Thus, Chen et al. [74] adopted bidi-
rectional dynamic multi-pooling Long Short-Term Memory
Network (LSTM). Besides, they designed a tensor layer to
explore interactions between candidate arguments. With the
development of the pretrained language models like BERT

and ELMo [75], recent researchers have introduced them
into event extraction. For example, Yang et al. [76] added
a multi-classifier on the BERT for trigger detection and
multiple sets of binary classifiers on the BERT for argument
extraction. Deng et al. [77] enriched event schema with
event-event relations, such as temporal, causal, and hierar-
chical relations, to improve trigger detection based on BERT.
Recently, Du and Cardie [78] and Liu et al. [79] proposed
machine reading comprehension frameworks upon BERT,
which adopt question answering to extract events.

Explore inter-subtasks features. These methods explore the
inter-subtasks features of trigger detection and argument
extraction, and usually follow a joint framework, easing
error propagation of the above pipeline framework. Nguyen
et al. [80] proposed a joint model based on bidirectional
gated recurrent units and Fully Connected Network (FCN).
They introduced memory vectors to store the dependencies
among trigger subtypes and argument roles. To further
make use of syntactic features, Sha et al. [81] added de-
pendency bridges to connect syntactically related words in
RNN and built a tensor layer on each pair of candidate
arguments to capture intensive argument-level interaction.
To capture the long-range dependencies more efficiently, Liu
et al. [82] used an attention-based Graph Convolution Net-
work (GCN) to aggregate the word information through the
paths of the syntactic tree of the sentence and capture more
interactions among the candidate triggers and arguments.

Explore inter-IE features. To better model the semantic
information of event elements, recent researchers have ex-
plored more global features via introducing other related
Information Extraction (IE) tasks. With a multi-task learning
framework, these IE tasks benefit from each other. Nguyen
and Nguyen [83] employed a bidirectional RNN to learn
word embeddings, over which entity and event extractions
were conducted via the classifiers based on FCN and soft-
max. Wadden et al. [84] further handled entity extraction,
entity relation extraction, event extraction, and coreference
resolution. After encoding sentences via BERT, they enumer-
ated text spans and constructed a span graph. Span embed-
dings were updated by integrating embeddings from their
neighbors and passed to the FCN-based classifiers of all the
tasks. However, these studies handle the tasks separately. To
better explore the inter-IE features, Lin et al. [85] extracted
entities, entity relations, and events simultaneously. They
computed local scores for all the candidate triggers, entities,
and their pairwise links via the BERT embeddings and
FCN-based classifiers. Then, they searched for the globally
optimal results with a beam search-based decoder by incor-
porating inter-dependencies among the candidate triggers
and entities.

Document-level event extraction. Sentence-level event
extraction assumes that event trigger and its arguments are
in the same sentence. However, they usually scatter across
multiple sentences in a document in real-world scenarios.
Thus, document-level event extraction is practical. It is also
more challenging, since arguments may exist in different
sentences and a document usually contains multiple events.

Early approaches used handcrafted features to model
events and involved entities. Then, they extracted events in
the document via statistical learning methods [86], [87], [88].
These features and annotated data are usually expensive
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TABLE 3
Comparison of methods for event extraction.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Sentence-level event extraction:
Explore intra-subtasks features

Follow a pipeline framework
performing each subtask sequentially

Intuitive and with
low model complexity Error propagation

Sentence-level event extraction:
Explore inter-subtasks features

Follow a joint framework performing
each subtask simultaneously

Capture the dependencies
among event elements High model complexity

Sentence-level event extraction:
Explore inter-IE features

Adopt a multi-task learning framework
introducing other related IE tasks

Benefit from more global
features and is more effective High model complexity

Document-level event extraction Extract events in multiple sentences
via the local and global features Fit real-world scenarios Less studied and

far from solved

Open-domain event extraction Extract simple event elements through
clustering without a predefined schema No annotation data Less effective

to obtain. To address this problem, Yang et al. [89] used a
distantly supervised method to label events in the docu-
ment automatically. With the annotated data, they trained
a sentence-level event extraction model with a Bidirectional
LSTM (BiLSTM) and a Conditional Random Field (CRF) lay-
ers. Based on the extracted events, they padded the missing
arguments. This framework tackles argument scattering in
a pipeline way. To handle document-level event extraction
end to end, Zheng et al. [90] transformed events into an
entity-based directed acyclic graph. Then, they transformed
event extraction into several sequential path-expanding sub-
tasks. Xu et al. [91] also did this transformation but explored
more interactions among sentences and events via applying
Graph Neural Network (GNN) on the graph of sentences
and entities and storing the extracted events into a global
memory to facilitate the current extraction. Differently, Lou
et al. [92] proposed a multi-layer bidirectional network
to capture document-level information and event inter-
dependency simultaneously for trigger detection.

Open-domain event extraction. Unlike sentence- and
document-level event extractions, open-domain one has no
predefined schema. It extracts events mainly from long texts
like newswires and short ones like social media streams.

For long texts, Rusu et al. [93] treated verbs as event trig-
gers and analyzed the dependency paths between verbs and
other syntactic elements (entities, time expressions, subjects,
and objects) to identify arguments. However, syntactic rela-
tions are too simple to describe complex events. To extract
events and induce schema simultaneously, Huang et al. [47]
identified all the nouns and verbs that can be matched to the
existing schema like FrameNet as candidate event triggers
and identified their candidate arguments via manually-
selected semantic relations. Then, they were clustered based
on their embeddings from a tensor-based model and named
to obtain the schema and extracted results via the mappings
to the existing schema. Differently, Liu et al. [94] learned
the joint probability distribution of a news cluster with
headwords, contextual features, and latent event type. Then,
they adopted the learned distributions to cluster news and
applied a series of rules to get the final results.

Unlike long texts that need inducing a complex schema,
the main event components in social media streams these
short texts are entities, time, location, and keywords. Ab-
delhaq et al. [95] detected events important in a small
area from a tweet stream. They extracted event keywords
based on frequency. Then, they calculated the spatial density

distributions over the usage ratios of the keywords at a
particular location. The ones with small entropy (occur at
a few locations) were clustered by their distributions to get
the events. To extract more information, Wang et al. [96]
fused Twitter and related Web pages to extract events, their
times, locations, and titles by tweet- and page-based CRFs,
respectively. However, multiple mentions may refer to the
same entity and would be wrongly assigned to different
events by the above methods. Thus, Zhou et al. [97] pro-
posed a non-parametric Bayesian mixture model for event
extraction from Twitter, which applies word embeddings to
deal with this issue. Xu et al. [98] further used a BiLSTM, a
control gate, and a CRF layers to extract events from Twitter.

In a word, although event extraction has been studied
for a long time (see Table 3), the performance is unsat-
isfactory, especially for argument extraction. Thus, it may
introduce noises into EKG construction. Moreover, partly
due to the low performance of argument extraction, some
researches on EKG applications like script event and tem-
poral KG predictions (see Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2) only
consider the simpler fixed argument roles, subject, object,
and indirect object or time, instead of well-defined complex
schema. Thus, improving the performance of this primary
event extraction task is of great importance.

4.1.2 Event Relation Extraction
Besides event extraction, event relation extraction is funda-
mental to EKG construction. It extracts relations between
events from texts and links events to get an EKG. Formally,
Definition 6. Event relation extraction: Given a text S =
{w0, w1, ..., wn} of n words, where a pair of events are
specified as (e1, e2), it identifies their relation r(e1, e2).

Currently, events are simplified as verbs. For example,
Example 3. Input: S: Barack Obama previously 〈e1〉 served

as 〈/e1〉 a U.S. senator from 3 January 2005. Then, he
was 〈e2〉 selected as 〈/e2〉 the President of America on
20 January 2009.
Output: r(e1, e2): before.
The main event relations are event temporal and causal

relations. For short, we use the terms temporal and causal
relations, respectively. The former describes the temporal
order between events. The latter describes the causality be-
tween events and is a subset of temporal relation. These two
types of relation extractions share similar research lines and
are usually formalized as text classification given the event
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pairs and contexts. As presented in Fig. 6, extracted event
pairs and their contexts are passed to the feature learner
to capture helpful information. Based on these features, the
relation classifier outputs the relation labels. Some methods
also introduce external knowledge. For temporal relation
extraction, some methods consider the important global
consistency problem. For example, if the classifier gets the
results: A before B, B before C, and C before A, then there
is a conflict. Actually, the first two imply A before C.

Relation
labels

Feature
learner

Relation
classifier

Extracted event
pairs and their

contexts

External knowledge Global consistency for
temporal relation extraction

Fig. 6. Existing formalization of event relation extraction.

Early methods relied on the manually designed syntac-
tic and semantic features [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [103],
[104]. They employed machine learning models, such as
naive Bayes, maximum entropy, or SVM as the classifier to
recognize relations. For example, Chambers et al. [101] ap-
plied SVM as the classifier for temporal relation extraction.
Features therein include temporal attributes of events, such
as tense, event type, modality, polarity, and other linguistic
features. Rink et al. [103] used graph patterns as features to
train an SVM classifier. Specifically, they built a graph repre-
sentation for a sentence that encodes lexical, syntactic, and
semantic information. They automatically extracted graph
patterns from such graph representations, sorted by the
relevance in determining the causality between events. Zhao
et al. [104] proposed a restricted hidden naive Bayes model
to handle feature interactions for causal relation extraction.
Besides contextual, syntactic, and position features, they
utilized a new feature of causal connectives. It is obtained
from the similarities of the syntactic dependency structures
of sentences expressing causality.

The above methods for temporal relation extraction only
focus on pairwise decisions. Thus, many methods further
considered global consistency [21], [23], [105], [106], [107],
[108], [109]. Some applied Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) on top of the above local classifiers [21], [23], [105].
Chambers et al. [107] proposed a cascade architecture with
a sequence of classifiers ordered by their precision. The clas-
sifiers were run in order starting with the most precise one.
Global consistency was enforced by inferring all the tran-
sitive relations from the results of earlier classifiers before
passing them to the next classifier. Mirza and Tonelli [108]
further applied similar methods as temporal and causal
relation extractors. Different from these pipeline manners,
some methods considered global consistency in the learning
stage [106], [109]. Yoshikawa et al. [106] proposed a Markov
logic model and captured global consistency via the addi-
tion of weighted first-order logic formulae. Ning et al. [109]
trained the local classifier with feedback by performing
global inference in each round of the learning.

Besides the above intra-sentence causal relation extrac-
tion, Gao et al. [110] designed lexical, potential causal, and
syntactic features for document-level one. These global and
fine-grained aspects of causality were learned via ILP.

More recent methods utilized neural networks to learn
useful features for extraction automatically [111], [112],
[113], [114], [115], [116]. They applied CNN or LSTM to en-

code event sentences, followed by a relation classifier based
on FCN and softmax. To further make globally consistent
decisions for temporal relation extraction, Han et al. [114]
adopted an SVM-based algorithm incorporating transitivity
constraints, and Ning et al. [115] employed ILP. Differently,
Cheng and Miyao [117] adopted BiLSTM along dependency
paths of event sentences for temporal relation extraction.

To further make use of external knowledge, Ning et
al. [115] applied a Siamese network to a temporal common
sense knowledge base, whose output was concatenated
with the LSTM output of event sentences, for temporal
relation extraction. Li and Mao [116] proposed a knowledge-
oriented CNN for causal relation extraction, where the filters
were generated from lexical knowledge bases to represent
causal keywords and cue phrases. They also combined a
conventional CNN to learn other features of causal relation.

To further introduce other related tasks, Han et al. [118]
extracted event and temporal relation jointly to avoid error
propagation in the pipeline manners, which extract them
sequentially. Specifically, after encoding sentences via BiL-
STM, they computed the probability of being an event and
the softmax distribution over all the temporal relation labels.
Global consistency was considered via the last SVM-based
layer incorporating constraints of transitivity, symmetry, etc.
Wang et al. [119] proposed a similar method for temporal
and subevent relation extractions but replaced the SVM-
based layer with a differentiable constrained learning layer.
The constraints were converted into differentiable functions.
Different from these hard constraints, Han et al. [120] im-
proved similar networks of event and temporal relation ex-
tractions by introducing corpus statistics as soft constraints.

Notably, since pretrained language models perform
well on many NLP tasks, researchers have introduced
them, such as BERT, into event relation extraction. Many
neural network-based researches simply used them as pre-
trained word embeddings [114], [115], [118], [119], [120].
Differently, some recent methods adopted BERT to encode
event sentences [121], [122]. For example, Liu et al. [121]
proposed knowledge enhanced event causal relation extrac-
tion with masking generalizations. The model consists of the
knowledge-aware reasoner, masking reasoner, and attentive
sentinel trading off between them. The first module uses
BERT to model sentences where events are replaced by
definitions from external knowledge, learning expressive
event embeddings. The second one also applied BERT on
sentences, but event mentions are replaced by [MASK] sym-
bol, mining event-agnostic and context-specific patterns.

Recently, some BERT-based studies tackled data lacking
in causal relation extraction via introducing external knowl-
edge [123], [124], [125], [126]. Zuo et al. [123] proposed
a knowledge enhanced distant data augmentation frame-
work. They extracted causal event pairs based on lexical
knowledge and used the results to label sentences dis-
tantly, which were further refined with causal commonsense
knowledge. Then, they employed relabeling and annealing
strategies to make use of distantly labeled sentences to train
the causal relation extraction model based on the BERT
encoder and FCN-based classifier. Zuo et al. [124] further
proposed a knowledge-guided and learnable data augmen-
tation framework. They regarded causal relation extraction
and sentence generation as dual tasks and modeled the
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TABLE 4
Comparison of methods for event relation extraction.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Feature-based Use manually designed
syntactic and semantic features High precision Difficult to transfer

to other domains

Neural network-based Automatically learn features
via neural networks Easy to transfer Require large data

Pretrained language model-based Adopt pretrained language models
to encode event sentences

Easy to transfer and utilize external
knowledge from large corpus Heavy computation

mutual relations via dual learning. The generation was
initialized with causal event pairs from external knowl-
edge, ensuring the causality of generated sentences. Both
causal relation extraction and sentence generation therein
were based on BERT. Differently, Zuo et al. [125] learned
context-specific causal patterns from external causal state-
ments. Then, they adopted a contrastive transfer strategy
to incorporate the learned patterns into the target causal
relation extraction model based on BERT. Cao et al. [126]
concatenated contextualized embeddings from the BERT of
event sentences, GCN embeddings of one-hop neighbors
of events from external knowledge, and densely connected
GCN embedding of the shortest multi-hop path between the
event pair from external knowledge. They then passed the
concatenated embeddings to the FCN-based classifier.

The above BERT-based causal relation extraction meth-
ods are limited to the intra-sentence setting. For document-
level setting, Phu and Nguyen [127] proposed a graph-based
model. They applied BERT to encode words in the docu-
ment, which were used to generate an interaction graph
for the document considering the discourse, syntax, and
semantic information. This graph was then consumed by
GCN to learn document context-augmented embeddings for
causality extraction based on FCN and softmax.

In general, existing event relation extraction methods
(see Table 4) cannot fully satisfy the requirements of EKG
construction. For example, they usually only focus on verbs
as events and do not consider nouns. Actually, event triggers
can be verbs or nouns. Another limitation is that they ignore
arguments. Future researches on event relation extraction
should pay attention to these fundamental problems.

4.1.3 Event Coreference Resolution
There are usually many texts describing the same events. It
is necessary to group the events referring to the same real-
world event into the same cluster after event extraction. This
task is called event coreference resolution. Formally,
Definition 7. Event coreference resolution: Given a set of

texts {T0, T1, ..., Tl}, each text Ti (0 ≤ i ≤ l) contains
some events {e0i , e1i , ..., eαi }, it divides these events into
clusters {C0, C1, ..., Cβ}, where each cluster consists of
events that refer to the same real-world event.

For example,
Example 4. Input: T0: Barack Obama previously served as a

U.S. senator from 3 January 2005. Then, he was selected
as the President of America on 20 January 2009.
T1: Before winning the presidential election, Obama
represented Illinois in the U.S. Senate from 2005 to 2008.
Output: Two event clusters: C0 = {served as, repre-
sented} and C1 = {selected as, winning}.

Event coreference resolution is divided into within- and
cross-document settings according to whether events are
from the same document or different ones. The latter is
more intricate, since it is difficult to deal with event contexts
from different documents. For example, semantically similar
event contexts from different documents may describe dif-
ferent events. As illustrated in Fig. 7, existing methods pass
the results from event extraction and their contexts to the
feature learner and coreference scorer to get the coreference
results between events. Then, a cluster decoder is applied to
merge the local results to get the global ones, where some
rules or clustering algorithms are adopted. Some methods
additionally introduce external knowledge to improve fea-
ture learning. Specifically, existing methods can be divided
into unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised ones.

Triggers 
with types,
arguments 
with roles,

and contexts

Coreference
scorer

Cluster
decoder

Coreference
clusters

Feature
learner

External knowledge

Fig. 7. Existing formalization of event coreference resolution.

Unsupervised methods construct feature template-
based event representations and adopt pattern matching or
unsupervised probabilistic models to identify coreference
relations [128], [129], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], [135].

Early researches adopted rule-based approaches to deal
with event coreference resolution [128], [129]. They applied
the consistency of event triggers and arguments to deter-
mine whether two events are coreferential. Subsequently,
some studies [130], [131], [135] used lexical features of event
triggers, argument-related features, semantic features, and
other handcrafted ones to construct event representations.
Then, maximum entropy, non-parametric Bayesian estima-
tion, cosine similarity, and other methods were adopted to
determine the coreference of event pairs. Moreover, Chen
and Ng [133] proposed an unsupervised probabilistic model
for event coreference resolution and further introduced
anaphoricity determination. The lexical and semantic fea-
tures of triggers and arguments were also applied, and the
expectation-maximization algorithm was used to estimate
the model’s parameters. These unsupervised methods can
usually handle both within- and cross-document settings.

Semi-supervised methods pay attention to the scarcity
of existing annotated corpus [136], [137], [138], [139]. They
use a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of
unlabeled data to conduct event coreference resolution.

For example, Sachan et al. [137] proposed an active
learning-based event coreference resolution method. Some
heuristic sample selection strategies, such as the maximum
uncertainty, maximum expected judgment error, and explo-
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TABLE 5
Comparison of methods for event coreference resolution.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Unsupervised Construct feature template-based event
representations and perform pattern matching Intuitive and efficient Limited scalability

Semi-supervised Make use of unlabeled data or external
resources to enhance the coreference scorer Low labor costs Not so effective and external

resources may introduce noises

Supervised
(event-pair models)

Process event pairs and adopt binary
classifier as coreference scorer

Effective and handle
cross-document setting well

High computational
complexity

Supervised
(event-ranking models)

Process the antecedent events simultaneously
and find the first coreferential antecedent Use more context Less suitable for

cross-document setting

ration and exploitation, were used to choose event pairs
for manual annotating. Peng et al. [138] conducted trig-
ger detection and event coreference resolution in a unified
framework. For the former, the similarity between candidate
trigger and event type was adopted, where event type
embedding is the embedding average of its event examples.
For the latter, the similarity between event embeddings was
applied. Event embedding was obtained via concatenating
the embeddings of its elements trained from external texts.
Their similarity thresholds were tuned by the given few la-
beled samples. These semi-supervised methods can usually
be applied to both within- and cross-document settings.

Supervised methods. With the construction of datasets
such as MUC [18], ACE [30], and ECB/ECB+ [132], [140],
and the development of the TAC KBP Event Nugget De-
tection evaluation task [71], researchers have developed
many supervised methods for event coreference resolution.
They are divided into event-pair and event-ranking models
depending on the sample form of the coreference scorer.

Event-pair models are common and influential. They pro-
cess event pairs and adopt binary classifier as coreference
scorer to assign each event pair a probability of being
coreferential [141], [142], [143], [144], [145], [146], [147].

For example, Krause et al. [143] adopted CNN as the fea-
ture learner to process event sentences, whose outputs were
concatenated with the embeddings of event triggers and
their left and right neighbors to get event embeddings. Two
event embeddings were concatenated and augmented with
their features, then passed to an FCN, followed by a logistic
regression classifier as the coreference scorer. This method
only focuses on within-document event pairs. To handle
both within- and cross-document settings, Choubey and
Huang [144] separately trained two neural network-based
feature learners and FCN-based coreference scorers. Then,
they alternated within- and cross-document cluster merging
to model the second-order inter-dependencies across events.
To further capture the semantic interactions between event
contexts, Zeng et al. [147] proposed an interaction-based
within- and cross-document coreference model. Specifically,
two sentences of the event pair were concatenated and
fed to the feature learner based on BERT. Meanwhile, the
internal structure of the events was injected via semantic
role label embeddings. FCN and softmax were used as the
coreference scorer. Lee et al. [141] and Barhom et al. [146]
further introduced entity coreference resolution to enhance
the performance by interacting the two tasks. Lexical re-
source or pretrained word embeddings were used therein.

Event-ranking models process all events mentioned before

the given event, i.e., the antecedents, simultaneously. They
are trained to rank the first coreferential antecedent of each
given event first [148], [149], [150], [151], [152], [153], [154].

For example, Lu and Ng [149] selected the coreferential
antecedent for each event in a document collectively. They
defined the antecedent vector, where the i-th element is the
coreferential antecedent index of the i-th event in the docu-
ment. A log-linear model was employed to assign the high-
est score to this antecedent vector. Since coreference may be
long-distance, document-level information is helpful. Thus,
Tran et al. [153] constructed a structure graph of the events,
entities, and words for each document, and applied GCN on
it. Event embeddings from GCN were fed to the FCN-based
coreference scorer. To make use of the cross-task interactions
for better performance, many methods further incorporated
trigger detection, entity coreference resolution, anaphoricity
determination, realis detection, or argument extraction into
a joint learning framework [148], [150], [151], [152], [154].

Notably, since the event-ranking models usually need
more context, they are more suitable for within-document
setting and may introduce noises for cross-document one.

Generally speaking, existing researches on event coref-
erence resolution (see Table 5) still have some deficiencies.
For example, most methods specify that all events have
fixed arguments. However, arguments differ event by event.
In addition, some methods only consider within-document
setting and cannot handle cross-document one, while both
are important for better EKG construction. Thus, future
researches should develop practical methods.

4.1.4 Event Argument Completion
Since information in original texts is incomplete, and there
are some missing in event extraction, the extracted events
usually miss some elements. Event argument completion
thus aims to complete existing events, generally formalized
as filling in a missing argument or argument role. Formally,

Definition 8. Event argument completion: Given EKG G, it
is to fill in event information for each incomplete event e,
including filling in the argument arg∗ for a target argu-
ment role tgtrl, arg∗ = arg max∀arg Pr(arg|e, tgtrl, G)
and filling in the argument role rl∗ for a target argument
tgtarg , rl∗ = arg max∀rl Pr(rl|e, tgtarg, G).

For example,

Example 5. Input: {event type: Start-position, person: Barack
Obama, position: U.S. senator}, target argument role
“time”, and other existing events.
Output: 3 January 2005.
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TABLE 6
Comparison of methods for event argument completion.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Learn from
thematic fit

Combine the known elements and further the target one
based on neural networks to predict the missing one Simple Not so effective

Based on
graph sequence

Design the score learner upon the
time-specific embeddings of event elements Good at interpretability Need time to be known

From n-ary facts Evaluate the composability of event elements Good at interpretability High model complexity

Existing methods further formalize this task as a predic-
tion or classification task. As shown in Fig. 8, the former
passes known elements to the feature learner and filler
predictor to get the predicted element. It is compared with
all the arguments or argument roles to get the overall distri-
bution with the peak as the answer. The latter also inputs the
candidate filler and learns the score of the candidate event.
The candidate filler of the maximum score is the answer.

Score
learner

Feature
learner

Score of the
candidate event of
the candidate filler

The candidate filler corresponding to
the maximum score is the answer

Classification formalizationKnown argument roles
and arguments

The target argument
role or argument and
the candidate filler

Feature
learner Distribution over

all the arguments
or argument roles

The answer
Prediction formalization

Filler
predictor

Known argument roles
and arguments

The target argument
role or argument

Fig. 8. Existing formalizations of event argument completion.

Some early researches learned from thematic fit for
sentence comprehension, which determines the goodness
of fit between the entities and the agent and patient roles
of the verb [155]. For example, Tilk et al. [156] combined
the embeddings of argument role-argument pairs based on
neural network. They added these combined embeddings of
known pairs to further combine with the target argument
role and then predicted the missing argument. Hong et
al. [157] replaced the sum of the pair embeddings with
their weighted sum and additionally predicted the missing
argument role for the target argument.

EKG with time can be reorganized as a sequence
of graphs by time. Event argument completion is based
on the score learner upon the time-specific embeddings
of event elements in the graph sequence. Garcı́a-Durán
et al. [158] and Leblay and Chekol [159] integrated the
time into event type embeddings by concatenating their
embeddings. Then, the score learner was designed on these
time-aware embeddings of event types and the embeddings
of other arguments as their combination like TransE [160].
Dasgupta et al. [161] assigned each timestamp with a hyper-
plane. Events valid at a certain time were projected onto the
corresponding hyperplane, where the translational scores of
arguments via event type [160] were used for completion.
Xu et al. [162] further maintained the smoothness between
adjacent hyperplanes by minimizing their Euclidean dis-
tances. Differently, Lacroix et al. [163] represented an EKG
as a tensor of event types, time, and other arguments. They
then performed tensor decomposition and used the recon-
structed tensor to conduct completion. Besides events with
exact occurring time, TeRo [164] additionally handled events
with beginning and end time, and accordingly represented
each event type as a pair of dual complex embeddings. They

mapped other arguments to these two event type embed-
dings and combined the translation-based scores [160].

Events are typical n-ary facts. Completion methods for
n-ary facts can also be used to event argument completion.
Early studies applied translation-based methods. Wen et
al. [165] defined the score learner for each candidate event
as the weighted sum of the projection results from its argu-
ments to the hyperplane of its event type, where the weights
are the real numbers projected from its argument roles.
Zhang et al. [166] additionally introduced the likelihood that
two arguments co-participate in a common event via FCN.
Liu et al. [167] further considered the relatedness among ar-
gument roles and the compatibility between each argument
role and all the involved arguments. Subsequently, tensor-
based methods were adopted. Liu et al. [168] represented
events as a tensor and reconstructed it to make completion.
Di et al. [169] further solved data sparsity via partially shar-
ing embeddings and over-parameterization by sparsifying
the tensor. Recently, neural network-based methods have
sprung up. They used CNN [170], [171], [172], [173], FCN
[170], [173], [174], GNN [175], [176], and Transformer [175],
[177] to learn features and obtain scores of candidate events
or fillers. For example, Guan et al. [170] adopted CNN to
get the embeddings of argument role-argument pairs. The
relatedness of these pairs via FCN was used to estimate
the scores of candidate events. Galkin et al. [175] organized
events into a graph and used GCN as the feature learner to
get the embeddings of event elements. The learned embed-
dings of the known elements were passed to a Transformer-
based filler predictor to get answer distribution.

On the whole, as summarized in Table 6, existing studies
focus on event itself, while ignoring event relations. Intro-
ducing event relations may be helpful. It is an interesting
direction in the future. Moreover, researchers simplify event
argument completion as inferring a missing argument or ar-
gument role. However, the argument role and its argument
are usually both missing. Thus, future studies should pay
attention to more realistic formalizations and methods.

4.2 EKG-related Representative Graphs/Systems

With the development of event acquisition, there are some
EKG-related representative graphs/systems targeting a spe-
cific or general domain.

Domain-specific graphs/systems. In 2016, Rospocher et
al. [26] constructed four event-centric KGs, i.e., WikiNews
in English, FIFA WorldCup in English, Cars in English,
and Airbus Corpus in English, Dutch, and Spanish, from
different news. They have over 624 thousand, 9.3 million, 25
million, and 2.5 thousand events, respectively. Some specific
event-event and event-entity relations are considered as
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TABLE 7
Summarization of EKG-related representative graphs/systems.

Graph/system Domain Description Scale

WikiNews, FIFA WorldCup,
Cars, and Airbus Corpus [26]

General news, football,
automotive industry,

and airbus A380

Focus on event temporal and causal
relations, and events have actions,
participants, time, and locations

Over 624 thousand, 9.3
million, 25 million, and 2.5

thousand events, respectively

Chinese travel domain event
evolutionary graph [27] Tourism Temporal relations between

events (verb phrases) -

Chinese financial domain
event logic graph [29] Finance

Temporal, causal, conditional and
hypernym-hyponym relations

between events ((s, p, o) tuples)

Over 1.5 million
events and their

1.8 million relations

Event-centric
Hainan tourism KG [4] Tourism Temporal and spatial

dynamics of tourists’ trips

Over 7 thousand journeys,
about 87 thousand events,

about 141 thousand entities,
and near 228 thousand edges

of event arguments and about 80
thousand event temporal relations

EventPlus [178] Multiple domains System: Extract event triggers, argu-
ments, duration, and temporal relations -

EventKG [28], EventKG+
Click [179], and OEKG [180] General domain

Focus on subevent, previous event, and
next event relations, and events have

topics, participants, time, and locations

Over 690 thousand events, -,
and over 436 million triples

CogCompTime [181] General domain System: Extract time expression, event
triggers, and trigger temporal relations -

ASER [182] General domain
Temporal, contingency, comparison,

expansion, and co-occurrence between
eventualities (dependency graphs)

Over 194 million eventualities
and 64 million relations

introduced in Section 2.1. In 2017, Li et al. [27] constructed
a Chinese travel domain event evolutionary graph from a
large-scale unstructured Web corpus. Its nodes are events
(simplified as verb phrases), and edges are sequential re-
lations between events with transition probability. In 2019,
Ding et al. [29] constructed a Chinese financial domain event
logic graph from plenty of news1. It focuses on event causal
relations and has over 1.5 million event nodes (i.e., (s, p, o)
tuples) and their 1.8 million directed edges. In 2020, Wu
et al. [4] constructed an event-centric tourism KG based on
touristic data in Hainan to model the temporal and spatial
dynamics of tourists’ trips. Its nodes are over 7 thousand
journeys, about 87 thousand events, and about 141 thousand
entities, while its near 228 thousand edges are event argu-
ments and about 80 thousand event temporal relations. Each
event contains three components, activity, time, and place,
and is connected to its journey via the relation “contain”.
In 2021, Ma et al. [178] presented the event pipeline sys-
tem EventPlus2, with comprehensive event understanding
capabilities to extract event triggers, arguments, duration,
and temporal relations. It was designed with multi-domain
support by multi-domain training. However, in its temporal
relation graph, nodes are event triggers, and edges are their
temporal relations. The event arguments are separate.

General-domain graphs/systems. In 2018, Gottschalk
and Demidova [28] constructed a multilingual event-
centric temporal KG EventKG from structured and semi-
structured data, and some event-event, event-entity, and
entity-entity relations were considered (see Section 2.1). It
has over 690 thousand events. It was further extended
to EventKG+Click [179] by introducing user interactions

1. See http://elg.8wss.com/main
2. See https://kairos-event.isi.edu/

with events, entities, and their relations, derived from
the Wikipedia clickstream. Besides, based on EventKG,
Gottschalk et al. [180] built OEKG (Open EKG) with over
436 million triples by further integrating event-related
data sets from multiple application domains, such as
question-answering, entity recommendation, and named
entity recognition. Also in 2018, Ning et al. [181] proposed
the temporal understanding system CogCompTime to ex-
tract time expression, event triggers, and temporal relations
between event triggers. Argument information was not con-
sidered therein. In 2020, Zhang et al. [182] developed ASER
(Activities, States, Events, and their Relations), an English
eventuality KG extracted from reviews, news, forums, social
media, movie subtitles, and e-books. In ASER, each node is
an eventuality, which is a dependency graph, and each edge
is a relation between eventualities. In the dependency graph,
nodes are the words in the sentence, and edges are their de-
pendency relations. Five categories of eventuality relations
were considered, i.e., temporal, contingency, comparison,
expansion, and co-occurrence. The full version of ASER has
over 194 million eventualities and 64 million relations.

Thus, there are some EKG-related representative graphs
or systems, summarized in Table 7. However, they all con-
sider specific and limited event-event relations or argument
roles. Actually, there are various event-event relations in
real-world scenarios. Moreover, different events usually do
not share argument roles. There is a need to develop practi-
cal EKGs to facilitate downstream applications in the future.

5 WHAT IS EKG: APPLICATION VIEW

EKG has substantial application value, with the introduction
of events and event-event relations. This section introduces
its basic and deep applications.
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5.1 Basic Applications
The main basic applications are predictions on EKG, which
predict future events based on the current EKG. There are
two ways to deal with these predictions. The first one
generalizes event instances to script events and predicts
the subsequent script events at the script level, called script
event prediction [183]. The predicted script events can then
be instantiated to real-world events. The second one predicts
future events at the instance level directly. Specifically, ex-
isting methods simplify EKG to temporal KG, formalized as
a sequence of KGs of (s, p, o) with timestamps. Then, future
prediction is to predict events for future timestamps, called
temporal KG prediction [184], [185], [186], [187].

5.1.1 Script Event Prediction
Script event prediction is to predict the subsequent script
events given the historical scripts. In the following, script
event is denoted as event for convenience. Formally,
Definition 9. Script event prediction: Given the histori-

cal events H = {e0, e1, ..., ex}, script structure S =
{r0(eh0

, et0), r1(eh1
, et1), ..., ry(ehy , ety )}, and candidate

events C = {ec0 , ec1 , ..., ecz}, it predicts the most possi-
ble subsequent event e∗ = arg maxe∈C Pr(e|H,S).

A typical example is presented in Fig. 9, where Context(ei)
is the script structure for the subsequent event ei to be
predicted. The relations are all temporal one and omitted.

Fig. 9. A typical example of script event prediction [64].

Script event prediction is formalized as script coher-
ence evaluation, and the event corresponding to the max
coherence score is chosen as the answer. Chambers and
Jurafsky [183] represented events as (subject, predicate) or
(predicate, object) pairs. Given an event, they obtained its
coherence score by aggregating its coherence scores with all
the events from the script based on PMI. The narrative cloze
test was adopted for evaluation. In this test, one event in
the script is masked, and the model is asked to predict it.
Following studies improve this model in three aspects:

Event representation. The pair representation in [183]
loses the co-occurrence information of subjects and ob-
jects. Thus, Balasubramanian et al. [44] applied (subject,
predicate, object) triples. Pichotta and Mooney [188] and
Granroth-Wilding and Clark [63] further added in indirect
object, i.e., (subject, predicate, object, indirect object). To
solve sparsity in these symbolic representations, the follow-
ing studies learned distributed event representations, i.e.,
event embeddings, by composing their components. Rela-
tively early studies applied additive composition methods
[64], [189], [190]. They added linearly transformed predicate
and argument embeddings. Bai et al. [190] further added

the embeddings of event sentences. Then, Weber et al. [191]
and Ding et al. [192] proposed tensor-based models to
capture multiplicative interactions between event elements.
To introduce external knowledge, Ding et al. [192] further
learned the intent and sentiment of the event. Recently, other
methods were adopted, such as probabilistic models [193]
and FCN [63], [194]. Lee and Goldwasser [194] further
introduced event discourse relations via their composition
to learn relation-aware event embeddings. Besides getting
composite event embeddings, Li et al. [65] organized the
events into a graph and used GNN to update embeddings.

Script modeling. Early studies modeled event pairs in
the script, which ignore event order or only consider limited
event order of event pair. Different from PMI used in [183],
they obtained the coherence score of event pairs via Bi-
gram [188], [195], FCN [63], cosine similarity [191], [193], or
translation-based composition [194]. Other studies modeled
the whole event chain in the script via language model [196],
[197], neural network-based probabilistic model [189], or
LSTM [64], [198], [199]. Wang et al. [64] additionally made
use of event pair-based models. Different from these single-
chain models, Chambers and Jurafsky [55] and Bai et
al. [190] aggregated the results from multiple event chains.
Other than a chain, Li et al. [65] and Ding et al. [192]
organized the events into a graph and modeled it via GNN.

Evaluation. The narrative cloze test in [183] cannot rec-
ognize multiple plausible events, since only the original
subsequent event is viewed as the answer. Thus, Modi [189]
proposed the adversarial narrative cloze test. It asks models
to distinguish a correct chain from a negative one, a copy
of the correct chain with the subsequent event replaced
randomly. The Multiple Choice Narrative Cloze (MCNC)
test [63] further restricts the subsequent event to a few
choices (see the bottom part of Fig. 9). Based on MCNC, Lee
and Goldwasser [193] proposed Multiple Choice Narrative
Sequences (MCNS) and Multiple Choice Narrative Explana-
tion (MCNE) to evaluate the ability of inferring long event
sequences. MCNS creates candidates for each step. MCNE
additionally needs the end event and infers what happened
in between. Among these tests, MCNC is widely used.

In a word, as presented in Table 8, there are two ways
to represent script. One is entity-centric, organizing the
script events into chains according to different participants.
The other is the emerging event-centric method, organizing
all the script events into a graph. The former is better at
modeling the relations between the participant and its script
events, while the latter is better at modeling the interactions
of script events. Combining their advantages remains to be
studied. There are also some other challenges. For example,
how to really predict the subsequent script event instead
of choosing it from given candidates? How to combine the
information from event instances and script events?

5.1.2 Temporal KG Prediction

Temporal KG prediction is to predict events for future
timestamps given the historical temporal KG. Formally,

Definition 10. Temporal KG prediction: Given the historical
temporal KG in the form of KG sequence with times-
tamps from 0 to t, i.e., G = {G0,G1, ...,Gt}, it predicts
events (s, p, o) for future timestamp t+1, including o∗ =
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TABLE 8
Comparison of methods for script event prediction.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Chain-modeling Model event pairs or chain Good at modeling behavior trends Miss information from script events of other entities

Graph-modeling Apply GNN models Catch more comprehensive contexts Difficult to capture behavior trend of each entity

arg max∀o Pr(o|s, p, t+1,G), s∗ = arg max∀s Pr(s|p, o, t+
1,G), and p∗ = arg max∀p Pr(p|s, o, t+1,G).

For example,
Example 6. Input: (?, selected as, President of America, 20

January 2009) and historical events before 20 January
2009.
Output: Barack Obama.
Temporal KG prediction requires models to understand

historical events. Thus, as shown in Fig. 10, existing meth-
ods formalize it into history modeling and future prediction.
They model historical events and their evolution. Based on
these, they predict the future event and output a distribution
over all the events with the peak as the answer. According to
the organization and modeling of historical events, methods
can be split into graph sequence-based and temporal point
process-based ones. The former organizes historical events
as a sequence of graphs where each graph contains the
events that occurred at the corresponding timestamp. The
latter considers historical events as event points.

Distribution over 
all the events

The answer
Future 

prediction

Graph sequence
(Graph sequence model)

History modeling

Event points
(Temporal point process)

Fig. 10. Existing formalization of temporal KG prediction.

Graph sequence-based methods. In history modeling,
they extract related subgraph sequence. They then learn the
evolutional embedding(s) of the graph sequence or subjects,
predicates, and objects. GNN and RNN are usually applied
for graph and sequence evolution, respectively. Upon the
embedding(s), in future prediction, they do argument (i.e.,
subject/object) prediction (and predicate prediction) via the
distribution of all the candidate arguments (or predicates).

Existing methods mainly differ in history extraction. Jin
et al. [186] extracted historical events of the given subject
and predicate to predict the object. Jin et al. [187] extracted
historical events of the given subject. Unlike these heuristic
methods, Han et al. [200] started from the given subject and
iteratively sampled relevant edges of arguments included in
the subgraph. Li et al. [201] and Sun et al. [202] considered
history extraction as sequential decision and searched from
history via reinforcement learning. Other than the above
subgraph sequences, Li et al. [203] used the entire graph se-
quence at the last several timestamps. These studies model
the temporal KG in a discrete-time domain. To encode the
continuous dynamics of temporal KG, Ding et al. [204] ex-
tended neural ordinary differential equations [205] to GCN.

Temporal point process-based methods. They introduce
conditional intensity function, which is powerful for model-
ing the evolutionary characters of event points, to do history
modeling and future prediction in a unified framework.

Traditional methods manually specified the conditional
intensity function and modeled events without arguments

[206], [207]. Some recent works [184], [185], [208] extended
them to neural methods, using deep neural networks to fit
the conditional intensity function. Neural temporal point
process-based methods are powerful in considering the
semantics of event elements. For example, Trivedi et al. [184]
applied RNN to learn the evolutional embeddings of ar-
guments. They made event argument prediction by esti-
mating the conditional probability of an event based on
the evolutional embeddings of the involved arguments and
the predicate embedding. That is, the occurrence of an
event was modeled as a multivariate point process, whose
conditional intensity function was modulated by its score
based on the involved embeddings. This method models
events occurring continuously, where no events occur at
the same timestamp. To further model concurrent events,
Han et al. [208] aggregated the object embeddings in the
concurrent events related to the given subject into a hidden
vector. Then, they modeled time as a random variable and
deployed the Hawkes process [209] on temporal KG to
capture the underlying dynamics, where a continuous-time
LSTM was used to estimate the intensity function.

In general, existing temporal KG prediction methods
(summarized in Table 9) usually focus on events with three
arguments (i.e., subject, object, and time) and perform argu-
ment or predicate prediction with other elements of future
events given. Thus, there are several challenges. For exam-
ple, how to model historical events with various arguments?
How to practically predict future events on the whole?

5.1.3 Other Basic Applications
There are also direct analyses on EKG, such as timeline gen-
eration and abductive reasoning. For example, Gottschalk
and Demidova [210] generated cross-lingual event timelines
using the multilingual event-centric temporal KG Even-
tKG [28]. For a query entity or event, they relied on EventKG
to provide information concerning the event popularity and
relation strength between events and the query3. Gottschalk
and Demidova [211] and Gottschalk and Demidova [212]
handled biographical timeline generation. For a query per-
son, they extracted the most relevant biographical data from
EventKG based on event popularity, relation strength, and
predicate labels4. Du et al. [213] proposed an event graph
enhanced pretrained language model based on variational
autoencoder for abductive reasoning, which finds the most
reasonable explainable events for the observed events.

5.2 Deep Applications

EKG can further facilitate many downstream applications,
such as search, question-answering, recommendation, fi-
nancial quantitative investments, and text generation. For

3. See http://eventkg-timeline.l3s.uni-hannover.de/
4. See http://eventkg-biographies.l3s.uni-hannover.de/
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TABLE 9
Comparison of methods for Temporal KG prediction.

Method category Description Strengths Weaknesses

Graph
sequence-based

Predict events based on related
historical subgraph sequences

Capture the semantic information of
concurrent entities and temporal order Ignore precise time information

Temporal point
process-based

Predict events based on the evolut-
ionary characters of event points Can model precise time information High computational complexity and

not capable for concurrent events

TABLE 10
Summarization of applications on EKG.

Application category Application description

Script event prediction Predict the subsequent script events given the historical scripts (many academic studies)

Temporal KG prediction Predict future events given the historical temporal KG (many academic studies)

Timeline generation Generate event/biographical timelines using EKG [210], [211], [212]

Abductive reasoning Introduce EKG as additional knowledge into abductive reasoning [213]

Search Enable search engines/systems with the searching ability on events based on EKG [1], [2]

Question-answering Query on events based on EKG [3]

Recommendation Incorporate additional knowledge from EKG to improve recommendation [4]

Financial quantitative investments Embeddings from EKG help quantitative trading methods [5]

Text generation Better serve the structured information in EKG in a user-friendly manner [6]

example, Rudnik et al. [1] developed an event-based search
engine5 able to query both KGs and news articles. Specif-
ically, they mapped events described in news articles to
those in Wikidata [214], and attributes from Wikidata were
used to annotate the news articles. They then constructed an
event-oriented KG and an event-based search engine. Yang
et al. [2] implemented a temporal semantic search system
for clinical diagnosis and treatment of traditional Chinese
medicine. It consists of the offline and online parts. The
former is about the construction, storage, and indexing of
the temporal KG, and the latter is about the understanding,
conversion, and execution of the search sentences. Souza
Costa et al. [3] addressed answering event-centric questions
and constructed the first event-centric question-answering
dataset based on the event-centric temporal KG Even-
tKG [28]. Wu et al. [4] proposed a GCN-based method for
Point-of-Interest (POI) recommendations, which incorpo-
rates tourists’ behavior patterns obtained from event-centric
tourism KG, to capture the relations between users and POIs
effectively. Cheng et al. [5] presented a KG-based event em-
bedding framework for financial quantitative investments,
where the learned embeddings were fed to downstream
quantitative trading methods. A mobile mini-app and a
Web-based desktop platform were developed based on this
framework, obtaining great accumulated portfolio returns.
Colas et al. [6] focused on graph-to-text generation to better
serve the structured information in the graph in a user-
friendly manner. For each event from EventKG, they aug-
mented the data with additional information from Wikidata
and linked the event to a Wikipedia page for text generation.

In general, as summarized in Table 10, there are many
basic and deep applications on EKG. Specifically, studies on
script event and temporal KG predictions are richer. Since
EKG is a relatively new concept, concrete applications and
real-world use cases are in a small number. Thus, exploring

5. See https://asrael.eurecom.fr/search-engine-old/home

more practical applications on EKG is promising.

6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are many researches and achievements on EKG.
However, there are still several directions to focus on and
investigate further. In this section, we look deep into them.

6.1 High-performance Event Acquisition

Recent event acquisition researches are far from meeting
the application requirements in effectiveness and efficiency.
Especially, the precision of event and event relation extrac-
tions is low. Thus, it hinders the construction of high-quality
EKGs. Besides, existing models usually do not pay attention
to the complexity problem. However, models of high param-
eter and time complexity go against the fast construction of
EKGs from massive data. Thus, highly effective and efficient
event acquisition is an essential future direction.

6.2 Multi-modal Knowledge Processing

Events are presented in texts, images, audios, and videos in
the real world. However, existing EKG researches usually
process text, ignoring the information in other modalities.
Very few studies look into multi-modal event representa-
tion learning [215] and extraction [216]. Actually, events
from different modalities disambiguate and complement
mutually. Thus, jointly using multi-modal information is
important. Specifically, events from all modalities should
be represented in a unified framework, event acquisition
should handle multi-modal extraction, and reasoning on
EKG should consider the multi-modal information.

6.3 Interpretable EKG Research

Existing EKG researches mainly apply deep learning meth-
ods to fit the training data. However, they usually lack
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interpretability, i.e., there are no definite ideas about why
and how they work. Actually, knowing the reasons for the
final results is useful for adopting them in real applications.
It is friendly and convincing to explain why the final results
are the given ones. In the future, interpretable EKG research
is an important direction.

6.4 Practical EKG Research

Currently, the related tasks and methods of EKG are far
from real-world scenarios. For the related tasks, some
task formalizations are idealized. For example, complete
a missing element in an existing event, predict a future
script event via choosing it from several candidates, and
predict an element for a future event. Researches under
more practical formalizations are of great importance for
applications. For the methods on EKG, GNN is widely used.
However, with the lack of EKG datasets and the simplified
tasks, these methods employ GNN on simplified datasets of
EKG (e.g., [65] and [204]), similar to that on KG. Actually,
EKG consists of events, entities, and their relations. Thus,
future methods should pay attention to the atomicity of
events with arguments, and the relations between events
and between entities.

7 CONCLUSIONS

EKG is important for many applications, including search,
question-answering, recommendation, financial quantita-
tive investments, and text generation. This paper presents
a survey on EKG from different views comprehensively.
Specially, we looked deep into the history, ontology, in-
stance, and application views of EKG. Its history, defini-
tions, schema induction, acquisition, related representative
graphs/systems, and applications are thoroughly studied.
Based on the development trends therein, prospective direc-
tions are further summarized for future research on EKG.
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